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What is R ?

• R is a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics created
by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman (1996).

• R is both a software and a language considered as a dialect of the S language
created by the AT&T Bell Lab.

• R is one of major implementations of S with S-PLUS commercialized by Insight-
ful.

• R is available as Free Software under the terms of the Free Software Foundation’s
GNU General Public License in source code form.

• R compiles and runs on a wide variety of UNIX platforms and similar systems
(including Linux), Windows and MacOS.

• R’s development and distribution are carried out by several statistician known as
the R Development Core Team.

Why use R ?

• R has become the standard statistical software among statisticians. Conse-
quently, new statistical methods are often first available in R.

• There is a great deal of built-in statistical functionality and many add-on libraries
available that extend the basic functionality.

• R creates fine statistical graphs with relatively little effort.

• R is easy to use.

• S-PLUS vs. R

• The current development of R is more dynamic.

• There is a Macintosh version of R.

• S-PLUS keeps working data in disk files (rather than in memory). But R is
able to interface with data-base management systems.

• S-PLUS has a graphical user interface (GUI) for statistical functions. R is
more interactive manner. But the Rcmdr package provides a basic-statistics
GUI.





R vs. Routine Statistical Softwares

• A routine statistical package, such as SPSS or SAS, is primarily oriented toward
combining instructions with rectangular case-by-variable datasets to produce
(often voluminous) printouts and graphs.

• Such packages make routine data analysis relatively easy, but they make it rela-
tively difficult to do things that are innovative or non-standard, or to add to the
built-in capabilities of the package.

• A good statistical computing environment also makes routine data analysis easy.
Additionally it supports convenient programming.

• Users can extend the already impressive facilities of S. Statisticians have taken
advantage of the extensibility of S to contribute literally dozens of freely available
statistical “libraries” of R.

• R is free.

How R Works ?

• R is an interpreted language, not a complied one, meaning that all commands
typed on the keyboard are directly executed without requiring to build a complete
program like in most computer languages (C, Fortran, Pascal).

• R’s syntax is very simple and intuitive. For instance, a linear regression can be
done with the command lm(y∼x) which means “running a linear model with y
as response and x as predictor”.

• When R is running, variables, data, functions, results are stored in the active
memory of the computer in the form of objects.



Installing R for Windows

• The current version of R is version 2.3.0. R and associated software and docu-
mentation are available at the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) web
site, located in Austria, and at several “mirror” sites around the world.

• The links provided here are to a CRAN mirror in SUN, Korea. You may prefer
to use a mirror closer to you.

• Further information about R is available on the R home page,
http://www.r-project.org/.

Download the Current Version of R for Window

• The best choice for most users is the version that comes as a single file with a
standard Windows installer, called R-2.3.0-win32.exe.

• This version includes the basic R system, several recommended packages, the R
manuals, help files in several forms, a basic Tcl/TK installation (for graphical
user interfaces), and software that you will need if you want to write your own
R packages.



Download and Install Additional R packages

• If you have installed R as described in previous step, there will be an R icon on
your desktop. Run R by double-clicking this icon (or from the Start menu).

• R comes with several useful contributed packages. To see them, enter the com-
mand library() in the R Console.

The Way to Install Additional Packages From the packages menu in R

1. Run R, if it is not already running.

2. Select Packages⇒ Install package(s) from CRAN ... . A window will open
with the various packages that are available on CRAN.

3. Using the mouse, select the package or packages that you want to install; if you
want to install more than one package, hold down the Control key while you
click on the additional packages.

4. When you are finished selecting packages, click the OK button.

5. After downloading and installing the packages that you selected, you will be asked
(in the R Console) whether you want to delete the downloaded files. Respond y
(for yes) and press the Enter key.

Note, as well, that you can periodically update all of your installed packages to the
latest version by selecting Update packages from CRAN from the Packages menu
in R.



Editors for R

• R-WinEdt: It is one of packages which can be downloaded from the package
manu. It will be operated under the share-ware editor WinEdt.

• ESS with Xemacs.

Help for R

• Help is available directly for a given function, for instance,

> ?lm
> help(lm)

will display the help page for the function lm() within R.



Help for R

• The help in html (read with Internet explorer, Netscape, Firefox) is called by
typing:

> help.start()

R Basic

• Interacting with Interpreter

• R Function

• Vectors and Variables

• User-Defined Functions

• Cleaning Up

• Examples



Interacting with Interpreter

• Data analysis in R proceeds as an interactive dialog with the interpreter. That is,
we type an R statement at the > prompt, press the Enter key, and the interpreter
responds by executing the statement.

• The R includes the usual arithmetic operations:

> 2+3
[1] 5
> 2-3
[1] -1
> 2*3
[1] 6
> 2/3
[1] 0.6666667
> 2^3
[1] 8
> -2 - -3 # use spaces to clarify (> -2--3 gives the same answer)
[1] 1

R Functions

• R includes many of functions for mathematical operations, for statistical data
analysis, for making graphs, and for other purposes.

> log(100) # calculate natural logarithm
[1] 4.60517
> log(100, base=10) # compute the log of 100 to the base 10
[1] 2
> log(100, b=10)
[1] 2
> help(log)
> ?log
> log(100, 10)
[1] 2
> args(log)
function (x, base = exp(1)) NULL
> pi
[1] 3.141593
> options(digits=20)
> pi
[1] 3.141592653589793
> options()



Vectors and Variables

• Most R functions can operate on more complex data structures rather than
individual numbers. The simplest of these data is a numeric vector or one-
dimensional “list” of numbers.

• A simply way to construct a vector is with the c function:

> c(1,2,3,4)
[1] 1 2 3 4

• Many other functions also return vectors as results.

> 1:4 # sequence operator
[1] 1 2 3 4
> 4:1
[1] 4 3 2 1
> -1:2 # note precedence
[1] -1 0 1 2
> seq(1,4)
[1] 1 2 3 4
> seq(2, 8, by=2)
[1] 2 4 6 8
> seq(0, 1, length=11) # > seq(0,1,,11) gives the same result.
[1] 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Vectors and Variables (Cont’d)

• An object can be created with the “assign” operator in memory:

> x <- c(1,2,3,4)
> x
[1] 1 2 3 4
> c(1,2,3,4) -> xx
> xx
[1] 1 2 3 4

• If the object already exists, its previous value is erased.

> x <- c(2,1,4,3)+c(3,5,1,7)
> x
[1] 5 6 5 10
> x <- sqrt(x)
> x
[1] 2.236068 2.449490 2.236068 3.162278



Redefinition of Variable

• We refine the variable x:

> x <- rnorm(20) # 20 standrad normal random numbers
> x
[1] -1.04763827 0.70078127 0.75781170 -0.77806262 -1.31321195
[7] -0.08469349 -0.25867890 0.21785731 0.36988996 0.90343283

[13] -0.14508466 -0.10209587 -0.32803707 -0.06423422 -1.86479339
[19] -0.50391005 -0.13019670

> summary(x) # a generic function in R
Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.

-1.8650 -0.4044 -0.1161 -0.1684 0.3005 0.9034

• We may define the 5th element of the vector x:

> x[5]
[1] -1.313212

• We also specify a vector of indices:

> x[2:5]
[1] 0.7007813 0.7578117 -0.7780626 -1.3132119

Comparison and Logical Operators

• For comparison,

== equals
!= not equals
<= less than or equals
< less than
> greater than
>= greater than or equals

• For logical operators,

& and
| or
! not

• Simple examples:

> 1 == 2
[1] FALSE
> 1 < 2
[1] TRUE
> 1 >= 2
[1] FALSE



Comparison and Logical Operators (Cont’d)

• Simple examples (Cont’d):

> TRUE && FALSE # AND
[1] FALSE
> TRUE & c(TRUE, FALSE) # vectorized AND
[1] TRUE FALSE
> TRUE && c(TRUE, FALSE) # it is not vectorized
[1] TRUE
>
> TRUE || FALSE # OR
[1] TRUE
> FALSE | c(TRUE, FALSE) # vectorized OR
[1] TRUE FALSE
> FALSE || c(TRUE, FALSE) # it is not vectorized
[1] TRUE
> !T
[1] FALSE

Comparison and Logical Operators (Cont’d)

• Simple examples (Cont’d):

> z <- x[1:10]
> z
[1] -1.04763827 0.70078127 0.75781170 -0.77806262
[5] -1.31321195 -0.37127161 -0.08469349 -0.25867890
[9] 0.21785731 0.36988996

>
> abs(z) > 0.5
[1] TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[8] FALSE FALSE

> z[abs(z) > 0.5] # indexing by a logical vector
[1] -1.0476383 0.7007813 0.7578117 -0.7780626 -1.3132119



User-Defined Functions

• R has a generic function for calculating the mean of vector.

> mean(x)
[1] -0.1683948

• Were there no mean function, we could have calculated it using sum and length:

> my.mean <- function(x) sum(x)/length(x)
> my.mean(x)
[1] -0.1683948
> std <- function(x) (x-mean(x))/sd(x)
> std(x)
[1] -1.25917290 1.24475519 1.32642900 -0.87311107 -1.63950345
[7] 0.11986939 -0.12929675 0.55315523 0.77088263 1.53497439

[13] 0.03338262 0.09494727 -0.22862524 0.14916930 -2.42942844
[19] -0.48049460 0.05470381

Clean Up

• In R, user-defined variables and functions exist in a region of memory called
the “workspace”. Different workspace can be saved in different directories,
as a means of keeping several projects separate.

• The objects function lists the names of variables and functions residing in the
R workspace:

> objects()
[1] "last.warning" "my.mean" "std" "x" "xx"
> ls()
[1] "last.warning" "my.mean" "std" "x" "xx"

• We may use the remove or the rm function to delete the variables x,xx:

> rm(x)
> ls()
[1] "last.warning" "my.mean" "std" "xx"



Data Input

• Entering data at the keyboard

> x <- c(1,2,3,4) # numeric data
> x
[1] 1 2 3 4
> class(x)
[1] "numeric"
> names <-c ("John", "Georges", "Mary") # character data
> names
[1] "John" "Georges" "Mary"
> class(names)
[1] "character"
> v <- c(TRUE, FALSE) # logical data
> v
[1] TRUE FALSE
> class(v)
[1] "logical"

Data Input

• Entering data at the keyboard (Cont’d)

> cooperation <- scan()
1: 49 64 37 52 68 54
7: 61 79 64 29

Read 10 items
> cooperation
[1] 49 64 37 52 68 54 61 79 64 29

> condition <- rep(c("public", "anonymous"), c(5,5))
> condition
[1] "public" "public" "public" "public" "public"
[6] "anonymous" "anonymous" "anonymous" "anonymous" "anonymous"

> sex <- rep(rep(c("male", "female"), c(1,1)), 5)
> sex
[1] "male" "female" "male" "female" "male" "female" "male"
[8] "female" "male" "female"



Data Input

• Entering data at the keyboard (Cont’d)

> Guyer <- data.frame(cooperation, condition, sex)
> Guyer

cooperation condition sex
1 49 public male
2 64 public female
3 37 public male
4 52 public female
5 68 public male
6 54 anonymous female
7 61 anonymous male
8 79 anonymous female
9 64 anonymous male
10 29 anonymous female

Data Input

• To enter data into a new data frame, we may type:

> tmp <- edit(as.data.frame(NULL))



Data Input

• We may view or edit the data frame using the fix function

> fix(Guyer)

Data Input From A File

• To read the data from a file,

> Prestige <- read.table("C:/StatComp/Prestige.txt", header=TRUE)
> head(Prestige)

education income women prestige census type
gov.administrators 13.11 12351 11.16 68.8 1113 prof
general.managers 12.26 25879 4.02 69.1 1130 prof
accountants 12.77 9271 15.70 63.4 1171 prof
purchasing.officers 11.42 8865 9.11 56.8 1175 prof
chemists 14.62 8403 11.68 73.5 2111 prof
physicists 15.64 11030 5.13 77.6 2113 prof

• To read fixed-format data from a bad file, use the following

> read.fwf("C:/StatComp/Prestige-bad.txt", row.names="occupation",
col.names=c("occupation","education","income","women","prestige",
"census","type"), widths=c(25,5,5,5,4,4,4))



Accessing Data in R Libraries and Getting Data Out

• To read a data in R Libraries

> library(car)
> data(Duncan)
> head(Duncan)

type income education prestige
accountant prof 62 86 82
pilot prof 72 76 83
architect prof 75 92 90
author prof 55 90 76
chemist prof 64 86 90
minister prof 21 84 87

• To write the Duncan data frame to a file,

> write.table("C:/StatComp/Duncan.txt")
"x" "1" "C:/StatComp/Duncan.txt"

Matrices

• Vector: One-dimensional array of numbers, character strings, or logical values.

• Factor: One-dimensional array of levels.

> factor(1:3)
[1] 1 2 3 Levels: 1 2 3
> factor(1:3, labels=c("A","B","C"))
[1] A B C Levels: A B C

• A matrix is created with the function matrix:

> A <- matrix(1:12,3,4)
> A

[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]
[1,] 1 4 7 10
[2,] 2 5 8 11
[3,] 3 6 9 12

> dim(A)
[1] 3 4
> dim(t(A))
[1] 4 3



Data Frame and Lists

• It is possible to create a data frame with the function data.frame.

> x <- 1:3; y <- 10
> data.frame(x,y)

x y
1 1 10
2 2 10
3 3 10

• A list is created in a way similar to data frame with the function list.

> L1 <- list(x,y)
> L1
[[1]] [1] 1 2 3
[[2]] [1] 10

> L1 <- list(A=x,B=y)
> L1
$A [1] 1 2 3
$B [1] 10

Array

• Higher-dimensional arrays of homogeneous elements may be created with the
function array.

> aa <- array(1:8,c(2,2,2))
> aa
, , 1

[,1] [,2]
[1,] 1 3
[2,] 2 4

, , 2

[,1] [,2]
[1,] 5 7
[2,] 6 8
> dim(aa)
[1] 2 2 2



Indexing

• A common operation in R is to extract some of the elements of a vector, matrix,
array, or list by specifying the indices of the elements to be extracted.

> v <- sample(1:10)
> v
[1] 10 1 2 5 3 7 4 9 6 8
> v[2] # one element
[1] 1
> v[c(4,2,6)] # several elements
[1] 5 1 7
> v[-c(2,4,6,8,10)] # omitting elements
[1] 10 2 3 4 6

Indexing (Cont’d)

> A
[,1] [,2] [,3] [,4]

[1,] 1 4 7 10
[2,] 2 5 8 11
[3,] 3 6 9 12

> A[2,3]
[1] 8
> A[c(1,2), 2]
[1] 4 5
> A[c(1,2), c(2,3)]

[,1] [,2]
[1,] 4 7
[2,] 5 8

> A[c(1,2), 2, drop=FALSE] # retain column dimension
[,1]

[1,] 4
[2,] 5

> A[, -c(1,3)] # delete columns 1 and 3
[,1] [,2]

[1,] 4 10
[2,] 5 11
[3,] 6 12



Graphics with R

• R offers a remarkable variety of graphics.

• To get an idea, you may type demo(graphics) or demo(persp).

• The result of a graphical function cannot be assigned to an object, but is sent to
a graphical device.

• For opening graphical devices, type x11().

• For more information of devices, type ?device.

• The function dev.off() closes a device.

• A graph may be saved to a file in a variety of graphics formats or print via the
File menu.

Useful Functions for Graphics

• Start with the function plot. It is a generic function, and a default method for
making a variety of point and line graphs.

• For details, type args(plot.default) or ?plot.

• To see graphical parameters, use par function.

• To add graphical elements, use the functions axis, points, lines, text, etc.

• Use the functions polygon and legend.

• Plotting functions specify color via the col argument.

• An example with putting it together.

• For partitioning a graphical device, use the function layout().



Programming with R

• Programming is a craft.

• Work from the bottom up. Start with a simple problem.

• If possible, avoid loops. Instead, make use of vectorized calculations, matrix
operations, functions like apply. For instance, consider a grand total of student
for marking.

• Test your program before worrying about speed, memory usage, etc.

• Learn to use debugging tools. You may use the function traceback.

• Document the program if you want to understand your own program when you
return to it a month or a year later.

• The general format of the function in R is

myfun <- function(input variables)
{
body of function
return
}

Conditionals

• The basic construct for conditional evaluation in R is the if statement, which
takes one of the following two general forms:

– if(logical.condition) command

– if(logical.condition) command else alternative command

• The ifelse function in R provides a vectorized conditional. The general format
of ifelse is ifelse(vector.condition, true.vector, false.vector).

• More complex conditionals can be handled by cascading if/else statements.



Loops (Iteration)

• The for, while and repeat statements in R are used to implement loops.

• Consider, for instance, the task of computing the factorial of a nonnegative
integer:

n! = n(n − 1) · · · (2)(1),

0! = 1.

• The general format of the for statement is

for (loop.variable in values) {command}

In executing the loop, loop.variable successively takes on the values in the
vector or list; a (composed) command in braces.

• In contrast, while loops iterate (repeat) as long as the specified condition holds
true.

• The general format of the while statement is

while (logical.condition) {command}

• You may use the function repeat for looping.

Recursion

• Recursion is at times an elegant alternative to looping; recursive functions are
functions that call themselves

> fact.3 <- function(x){
+ if (x <= 1) 1 # termination condition
+ else x * fact.3(x - 1) # recursive call
+ }
> fact.3(5)
[1] 120

• A better way for recursion is to use the function Recall

> fact.4 <- function(x){
+ if (x <= 1) 1
+ else x * Recall(x - 1)
+ }
> fact.4(5)
[1] 120



Apply Function

• Information from R help,

Description:
Returns a vector or array or list of values obtained by apply
function to margins of an array.

Usage:
apply(X, MARGIN, FUN, ...)

• We can use apply() to avoid writing loop.

• The function lappy() acts on a list: its syntax is similar to apply and it return
a list.

• The function sappy() is a flexible variant of lappy() which can take a vector
or a matrix and returns it results in a more user-friendly form.

Fitting Logistic Regression Models

• The purpose is to show how programming techniques can be applied to a more
complex problem.

• Of course, logistic regression is handled perfectly well by the glm function.

• Estimation by the Newton-Raphson Method as follows:

• Choose initial estimates of regression coefficients, b0.

• Update the coefficients

bt = bt−1 + (XTV t−1X)−1XT (y − pt−1),

where pt−1 is the vector of the fitted values given by

pi,t−1 =
1

1 + exp(−xT
i bt−1)

and V t−1 is a diagonal matrix with entries pi,t−1(1 − pi,t−1).

• Repeat the step 2 until bt is close enough to bt−1.



An Example of Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

• To illustrate PCA, we the US air pollution data of 41 cities in the States which
has seven variables: SO2, Temp, Manuf, Pop, Wind, Precip, and Days.

• The data were originally collected to perform a regression analysis.

• The PCA of the data can be obtained from the following R code:

> tmp.pc <- princomp(X,cor=TRUE)

• To obtain the information of PC, use

> summary(tmp.pc,loadings=TRUE)

• For further information, use several plot.

References

• Manuals at http://www.r-project.org/.

• John Fox (2002). An R and S-Plus Companion to Applied Regression. Sage
Publications.

• John Verzani (2005). Using R for Introductory Statistics. Chapman &
Hall/CRC

• Brain Everitt (2005). An R and S-PLUS Companion to Multivariate Analy-
sis. Springer

• Best way to grab news regarding R and related programs (including packages) is
Newsletter issued by R-Development Core Team.



Appendix: R codes

1. Missing data

data(Freedman)

attach(Freedman)

Freedman[1:10,]

head(Freedman, 10)

tail(Freedman)

density

median(density)

median(density, na.rm=TRUE)

plot(density, crime)

identify(density, crime, rownames(Freedman))

log(c(1, 10, NA, 100), base=10)

plot(log(density, base=10), crime)

lm(crime ~ log(density, base=10))

abline(lm(crime ~ log(density, base=10)), lty=2)

lines(lowess(log(density, base=10), crime))

good <- complete.cases(density, crime)

good

lines(lowess(log(density[good], base=10), crime[good]))

options("na.action")

detach(Freedman)

Freedman.good <- na.omit(Freedman) # filtering NAs

Freedman.good[1:10,]

dim(Freedman.good)

dim(Freedman)

1



2. An Example after R Basic

Duncan <- read.table("C:/StatComp/Duncan.txt", header=TRUE)

Duncan

dim(Duncan)

head(Duncan)

tail(Duncan)

summary(Duncan)

# attaching a data frame

prestige

attach(Duncan)

prestige

# the search path

search()

# distributions and bivariate relationships

hist(prestige)

?hist

pairs(cbind(prestige,income,education))

?pairs

pairs(cbind(prestige,income,education),

panel=function(x,y){

points(x,y)

abline(lm(y~x), col=2)

lines(lowess(x,y), col=4)

},

diag.panel=function(x){

par(new=TRUE)

hist(x, main="", axes=FALSE)

}

)

# fitting a regression

duncan.model <- lm(prestige ~ income + education)

2



summary(duncan.model)

# Ozone data from the fields package #

library(fields)

data(ozone2)

stats.o3<- stats(ozone2$y)

mean.o3<- Tps(ozone2$lon.lat, c(stats.o3[2,]))

sd.o3<- Tps(ozone2$lon.lat, c(stats.o3[3,]))

y16<- ozone2$y[16,] # there are some missing values!

good<- !is.na( y16)

fit<- Krig(ozone2$lon.lat[good,],y16[good],exp.earth.cov, theta=353,

mean.obj=mean.o3, sd.obj=sd.o3)

# the finale

surface( fit, type="I")

US(add=TRUE)

title("Estimated ozone surface")

3



3. Graphics with R

#Demo

demo(graphics)

demo(persp)

demo(image)

lennon <- as.matrix(read.table(file="C:/StatComp/lennon.csv", header=F,

sep=","))

image(lennon, col=gray(100:0/100), main="Lennon", axes=F)

# points, lines, axes, frames

args(plot.default)

plot(c(0,1), c(0,1), type=’n’, xlab=’’, ylab=’’) # coordinate system

par(’col’) # to see graphical parameters

par() # print out the current values of all thee plotting parameters

plot(1:25, pch=1:25, xlab=’Symbol Number’, ylab=’’) # symbols

lines(1:25, type=’h’, lty=’dashed’)

lines(1:25, type=’h’, lty=2) #the type of lines

plot(26:1, xlab=’letters’, ylab=’’,pch=letters, axes=FALSE, frame=TRUE)

plot(c(1,7), c(0,1), type=’n’, axes=FALSE, xlab=’Line Type (lty)’,ylab=’’) # lines

box()

axis(1, at=1:6)

for (lty in 1:6)

lines(c(lty, lty, lty + 1), c(0, 0.5, 1), lty=lty)

# text

par(mfrow=c(1,2)) # array of plots

plot(c(0,1), c(0,1), axes=FALSE, type=’n’, xlab=’’, ylab=’’)

box()

text(x=c(.2, .5), y=c(.2, .7), c(’R tutorial’, ’Statistics’))

title(’(a)’)

plot(c(0,1), c(0,1), axes=FALSE, type=’n’, xlab=’’, ylab=’’)

4



box()

text(locator(3), c(’one’,’two’,’three’)) # position by mouse

title(’(b)’)

# polygons

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) # restore single panel

plot(c(0,1), c(0,1), type=’n’, xlab=’’, ylab=’’)

polygon(c(.2,.8,.8), c(.2,.2,.8), col=’blue’)

polygon(c(.2,.2,.8), c(.2,.8,.8), col=’orange’)

# legend

plot(c(1,5), c(0,1), axes=FALSE, type=’n’, xlab=’’, ylab=’’, frame.plot=TRUE)

legend(locator(1), legend=c(’group A’, ’group B’,’group C’),

lty=1:3, pch=1:3, col=c(’blue’, ’green’, ’red’))

# colors

pie(rep(1, length(palette())), col=palette())

palette()

rainbow(10) # create a spectrum of RGB

gray(0:8/8) # create levels from black to white

gray(8:0/8) #create levels from white to black

pie(rep(1,100), col=rainbow(100), labels=rep(’’,100))

pie(rep(1,100), col=gray(0:100/100), labels=rep(’’,100))

pie(rep(1,100), col=gray(100:0/100), labels=rep(’’,100))

# Putting it together:

# Diagrams of the standard normal density function

# showing the area above 1.96

z <- seq(-4, 4, length=1000)

p <- dnorm(z)

plot(z, p, type="l", lwd=2,

main=expression("The Standard Normal Density Function" ~~ phi(z)),
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ylab=expression(phi(z) ==

frac(1, sqrt(2*pi)) * ~~ e^- ~~ frac(z^2, 2)))

par()$mar

par(mar = c(5, 6, 4, 2) + 0.1) # leave room on the left

plot(z, p, type="l", lwd=2,

main=expression("The Standard Normal Density Function" ~~ phi(z)),

ylab=expression(phi(z) ==

frac(1, sqrt(2*pi)) * ~~e^- ~~ frac(z^2, 2)))

abline(h=0, col=’gray’)

abline(v=0, col=’gray’)

z0 <- z[z >= 1.96] # define region to fill

z0 <- c(z0[1], z0)

p0 <- p[z >= 1.96]

p0 <- c(0, p0)

polygon(z0, p0, col="gray")

coords <- locator(2) #locate head and tail of arrow

arrows(coords$x[1], coords$y[1], coords$x[2], coords$y[2], code=1, length=0.125)

text(coords$x[2], coords$y[2], pos=3, # text above tail of arrow

expression(integral(phi(z)*dz, 1.96, infinity) == .025))

dev.off()

# Graphics devices

# partitioning a graphic

layout(matrix(1:4, 2, 2))

layout.show(4)

plot(1:4,pch=1:4,col=4)

image(lennon, col=gray(100:0/100), main="Lennon", axes=F)

image(lennon, col=gray(100:0/100), main="Lennon", axes=F)

plot(1:4,pch=1:4,col=4)

m <- matrix(c(1:3,3),2,2)

layout(m)
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layout.show(3)

plot(1:4,pch=1:4,col=4)

image(lennon, col=gray(100:0/100), main="Lennon", axes=F)

image(lennon, col=gray(100:0/100), main="Lennon", axes=F)

##-- Create a scatterplot with marginal histograms -----

x <- pmin(3, pmax(-3, rnorm(50)))

y <- pmin(3, pmax(-3, rnorm(50)))

xhist <- hist(x, breaks=seq(-3,3,0.5), plot=FALSE)

yhist <- hist(y, breaks=seq(-3,3,0.5), plot=FALSE)

top <- max(c(xhist$counts, yhist$counts))

xrange <- c(-3,3)

yrange <- c(-3,3)

nf <- layout(matrix(c(2,0,1,3),2,2,byrow=TRUE), c(3,1), c(1,3), TRUE)

layout.show(nf)

par(mar=c(3,3,1,1))

plot(x, y, xlim=xrange, ylim=yrange, xlab="", ylab="")

par(mar=c(0,3,1,1))

barplot(xhist$counts, axes=FALSE, ylim=c(0, top), space=0)

par(mar=c(3,0,1,1))

barplot(yhist$counts, axes=FALSE, xlim=c(0, top), space=0, horiz=TRUE)
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4. Programming with R

# starting example # calculating row mean

score <- matrix(floor(runif(80,40,100)),20,4) # generate scores for 20 students

rowmean <- NULL

for(i in c(1:nrow(score))){

rowmean <- c(rowmean,mean(score[i,]))

} # it is not a good way in R

tmp <- as.vector(rep(1/ncol(score),ncol(score)))

score%*%tmp # vectorized calculation

apply(score,1,mean) # use the function apply

# control structures

# conditionals

# if

abs(-3:3)

abs.1 <- function(x) if (x < 0) -x else x

abs.1(-5)

abs.1(5)

abs.1(-3:3) # the first element, -3, controls the result

# ifelse (vectorized)

abs.2 <- function(x) ifelse(x < 0, -x, x)

abs.2(-3:3)

# cascading ifs and ifelses

sign(c(-5, 0, 10))

sign.1 <- function(x) {

if (x < 0) -1

else if (x > 0) 1

else 0

}

sign.1(-5)
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sign.2 <- function(x) {

ifelse (x < 0, -1,

ifelse(x > 0, 1, 0))

}

sign.2(c(-5, 0, 10))

# loops (iteration) # for

prod(1:5) # factorial gamma(5 + 1)

# better alternative

fact.1 <- function (x){

if (x <= 1) return(1)

f <- 1

for (i in 1:x) f <- f * i

f # return result

}

fact.1(5)

# while

fact.2 <- function (x){

i <- f <- 1

while (i <= x) {

f <- f * i

i <- i + 1

}

f

}

fact.2(5)

# recursive functions

fact.3 <- function(x){

if (x <= 1) 1

else x * fact.3(x - 1)

}
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fact.3(5)

fact.4 <- function(x){

if (x <= 1) 1

else x * Recall(x - 1)

}

fact.4(5)

# (some explanation)

tmp <- matrix(c(1:9),3,3)

apply(tmp,1,mean)

apply(tmp,1,mean)

lst <- list(a=1:4, b=letters[1:10])

lapply(lst, length)

sapply(lst, length)

# an extended example: logistic regression

# by Newton-Raphson

lreg <- function(X, y, max.iter=10, tol=1E-6){

# X is the model matrix

# y is the response vector of 0s and 1s

# max.iter is the maximum number of iterations

# tol is a convergence criterion

X <- cbind(1, X) # add constant

b <- b.last <- rep(0, ncol(X)) # initialize

it <- 1 # iteration index

while (it <= max.iter){

p <- as.vector(1/(1 + exp(-X %*% b)))

V <- diag(p * (1 - p))

var.b <- solve(t(X) %*% V %*% X)

b <- b + var.b %*% t(X) %*% (y - p)

if (max(abs(b - b.last)/(abs(b.last) + 0.01*tol)) < tol)
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break

b.last <- b

it <- it + 1 # increment index

}

if (it > max.iter) warning(’maximum iterations exceeded’)

list(coefficients=as.vector(b), var=var.b, iterations=it)

}

library(car)

data(Mroz)

attach(Mroz)

head(Mroz) # The response variable is lfp, and wc and hc are factors.

lfp <- recode(lfp, "’yes’=1;’no’=0",as.factor=F)

wc <- recode(wc, "’yes’=1;’no’=0",as.factor=F)

hc <- recode(hc, "’yes’=1;’no’=0",as.factor=F)

X <- cbind(k5,k618,age,wc,hc,lwg,inc)

mod.mroz <- lreg(X,lfp)

mod.mroz$coefficients
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5. An Example of Principal Components Analysis

# import data

usair.dat <- source("c:/Temp/Data/chap3usair.dat")$value

attach(usair.dat)

# perform regression analysis

usair.fit <- lm(SO2~Neg.Temp+Manuf+Pop+Wind+Precip+Days)

summary(usair.fit)

# perform PCV

cor(usair.dat[,-1])

usair.pc <-princomp(usair.dat[,-1],cor=TRUE)

summary(usair.pc,loadings=TRUE)

usair.pc$scores[,1:3]

# plot

par(mfrow=c(1,3))

plot(usair.pc$scores[,1],SO2,xlab="PC1")

plot(usair.pc$scores[,2],SO2,xlab="PC2")

plot(usair.pc$scores[,3],SO2,xlab="PC3")

dev.off()

plot(usair.pc$scores[,1],usair.pc$scores[,2],ylim=range(usair.pc$scores[,1]),

xlab="PC1",ylab="PC2",type="n",lwd=2)

text(usair.pc$scores[,1],usair.pc$scores[,2],labels=abbreviate(row.names(usair.dat)),

cex=0.7,lwd=2)

plot(usair.pc$scores[,1],usair.pc$scores[,3],ylim=range(usair.pc$scores[,1]),

xlab="PC1",ylab="PC3",type="n",lwd=2)

text(usair.pc$scores[,1],usair.pc$scores[,3],labels=abbreviate(row.names(usair.dat)),

cex=0.7,lwd=2)

plot(usair.pc$scores[,2],usair.pc$scores[,3],ylim=range(usair.pc$scores[,2]),

xlab="PC2",ylab="PC3",type="n",lwd=2)

text(usair.pc$scores[,2],usair.pc$scores[,3],labels=abbreviate(row.names(usair.dat)),

cex=0.7,lwd=2)

# PC regression

summary(lm(SO2~usair.pc$scores[,1]+usair.pc$scores[,2]+usair.pc$scores[,3]))
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